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ABSTRACT: A photoelectronic switch of a multilevel memory
device has been achieved using a meta-conjugated donor-bridge-
acceptor (DBA) molecule. Such a DBA optoelectronic molecule
responds to both the optical and electrical stimuli. The device
exhibits good electrical bistable switching behaviors under dark,
with a large ON/OFF ratio more than 106. In cooperation with
the UV light, photoelectronic ternary states are addressable in a
bistable switching system. On the basis of the CV measurement,
charge carriers transport modeling, quantum chemical calcu-
lation, and absorption spectra analysis, the mechanism of the DBA memory is suggested to be attributed to the substep charge
transfer transition process. The capability of tailoring photoelectrical properties is a very promising strategy to explore the
multilevel storage, and it will give a new opportunity for designing multifunctional devices.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic resistive memory devices have attracted increasing
attention in recent years,1−3 attributed to the emerging
downscaling limits of the conventional Si-based technolo-
gies.4−6 Organic materials have shown many advantages,
including low cost, simple device structure, and flexibility,
which are promising for developing next-generation memory
devices.7 In a typical resistive memory, the data storage is based
on different conductivities under the applied voltage.3

Conductivity states, representing different recording data, can
be read out nondestructively. No electrical power is required to
maintain the conductivity state, which shows the nonvolatile
memory effect.8,9 Currently, most organic resistive memory
devices are binary systems consisting of two conductivity states
(i.e., ON and OFF states).10−14 To achieve high-density data
storage, the multilevel memory approach is an effective
alternative method,15−19 which can lead to an increasing
capacity of 3n or larger. There have been reports of multilevel
organic memory devices based on different mechanisms, such
as the redox switch20−22 or the charge trapping.18,19 These
storage techniques, which use only a single electrical input to
operate the switches, are facing the challenge of finding suitable
media in the solid state.19,20 This hindrance has triggered the
exploration of storage strategies that can combine multiple
physical channels (such as optical, electrical, and magnetic
multifunctionality) on a single device.23−25 Optoelectronic
materials can respond to both the optical and electrical
stimulus. Utilizing these materials as storage media undergoes
diverse electrical switching processes through photoinduced
modulation.26 Such functional optoelectronic materials have

already shown practical potential in binary multimode data
storage.27,28

In this work, we have advanced a novel multilevel memory
device using an optoelectronic organic molecule through
photoelectronic switching. Utilizing the photoelectric effect
can bring evident improvements on the electrical performance
of the memory devices.29,30 Our previous work demonstrated a
photoelectric cooperative performance to reduce the power
consumption by lowering the threshold voltage of a bilayer
memory device.31 We further found that taking advantage of
the photoelectric effect can open up minds for designing new
types of appropriate optoelectronic molecules for multilevel
storage media.
Here, a meta-conjugated donor-bridge-acceptor (DBA)

organic molecule is applied to fabricate the multilevel memory
prototype device. This DBA molecule32 is exploited as the
storage medium (Figure 1a) in which triphenylamine (TPA)
acts as an electron donor (D) and 2-dicyanomethylen-3-cyano-
4,5,5-trimethyl-2,5-dihydrofuran (TCF) acts as an electron
acceptor (A).33 The D−A pair is separated by a meta-
conjugated bridge of a 2,7,12-trisubstituted truxene unit. Such a
meta-conjugated bridge enhances electronic coupling, promotes
charge transfer (CT) from donor to acceptor, and suppresses
charge recombination in the reverse direction.34,35 The DBA
compound has an extra photoactive property.36−38 The
photoelectronic effect modifies the bistable switch behaviors
of the DBA thin film under modulated UV light. A new light-
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induced memory state can be addressable to realize
optoelectronic multilevel memory storage. Taking advantage
of photoactive molecules under light and asymmetric CT
behavior of the meta-conjugated bridge is a very promising
strategy to explore the multilevel storage.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of the Memory Device. For the fabrication of the

memory device, the indium−tin-oxide (ITO) glass substrate was
precleaned sequentially with water, ethanol, and acetone, in an
ultrasonic bath for 20 min, respectively. The DBA (10 mg/mL) in the
mixture of chloroform and toluene (1:1) was spin-coated onto ITO.
The thickness of the organic layer was about 100 nm. Aluminum top
electrodes of 0.2 × 0.8 mm2 in area and ca. 0.3 μm in thickness were
thermally evaporated onto the organic molecular surface at about 10−7

Torr through a shadow mask. The macroscopic I−V characteristics of
the devices were characterized under ambient conditions, using a
Keilthley 4200-SCS semiconductor system. The voltages were changed
in steps of 0.05 V.
A UV LED lamp with the wavelength of 405 nm was used as the

UV illumination source. The absorption spectrum of the film was
measured with a fiber optic UV−vis−IR spectrometer (Ocean Optic
HR 4000 CG).
Quantum Chemical Calculation. The density functional theory

(DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations were
performed using the hybrid functional B3LYP39−41 with the basis set
6-31G* for three compounds, such as D−B−A in the neutral, anion,
and cation states; D−B (TPA-truxene unit) in the neutral and cation
states, and B−A (TCF-truxene unit) in the neutral and anion states
(for molecule structures, see Figure S1). Here, the alkyl groups on the
core were not included, since they did not much affect the equilibrium
geometry and the electronic properties.42 First, the electronic ground
states were optimized for all the above compounds via DFT. Then, the
excitation energies and the corresponding oscillator strengths of the
low-lying states were calculated with TD-DFT and summarized in
Table 1. All calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 (revision

A.02).43 Orbital pictures were prepared with GaussView visual
software.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Typical UV−vis spectra of DBA both in solution and in thin
film were compared in Figure 1b. The dashed line shows the
absorbance features of DBA in dilute tetrahydrofuran (THF)
solution (10−6 mol/L). The absorbance of the spin-coated DBA
thin film (sold line) exhibited an absorption peak at 554 nm,
which was a 30 nm red-shift relative to that peak in solution
(524 nm). Compared to that in solution, the onset of the
absorbance in thin film also moved from 680 to 720 nm. Such a
red-shift was related with the formation of molecular
aggregation in the thin film.13 The current−voltage (I−V)
characteristics of the Al/DBA/ITO sandwich memory device
were measured (as shown in Figure 2a). The initial four sweeps

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure of the donor−bridge−acceptor
compound (DBA). Inset: schematic diagram of the ITO/DBA/Al
sandwich memory device. (b) Absorption spectra of the DBA
molecule in dilute THF solution (10−6 mol/L, dash line) and thin
film (solid line). The red-shift is related with the formation of
molecular aggregation in the film.

Table 1. Summary of Calculated Absorption Peaks with Oscillator Strengths ( f) Shown in the Brackets

calcd abs peak

compd TPA-truxene TCF-truxene truxene

D−B−A 470.13 nm ( f = 1.6897) 527.58 nm ( f = 1.5707)
D−B 461.90 nm ( f = 2.1759)
B−A 509.43 nm ( f = 1.3209) 344.71 nm ( f = 1.5707)
(D−B−A)+ 648.52 nm ( f = 0.8349)
(D−B−A)− 675.85 nm ( f = 0.8353)
(D−B)+ 653.01 nm ( f = 0.9597)
(B−A)− 674.09 nm ( f = 0.8760)

Figure 2. (a) I−V characteristics of the memory device. Sweeps 1−4
were scanned under the dark. Sweeps 5−8 were scanned under the UV
light of 1.01 mW/cm2. (b) Schematic graph showing the possible
transitions and threshold voltage among three states: “0” (OFF state);
“1” (low-conductivity state, LC-ON); “2” (high-conductivity state,
HC-ON). In cooperation with the UV light, a new LC-ON state was
addressable. A photoinduced multilevel memory device has been
achieved. The arrows among three states showed the switching
thresholds and the corresponding I−V sweeps in part a.
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were scanned in the dark environment. In the first sweep from
0 V to +3.5 V, an abrupt increase in current was observed at the
switching threshold voltage of +2.0 V, indicating the transition
from the OFF state to a high-conductivity state (HC-ON). The
device remained at this HC-ON state in the next sweep from 0
V to +3.5 V (sweep 2). The device returned to the OFF state in
the reverse sweep as the voltage approached −4.8 V (sweep 3).
The device showed a low-conductivity state again in the
followed sweeping from 0 V to −6 V (sweep 4).
To realize photoinduced multilevel memory storage, the

device was tested under UV light (405 nm) of 1.01 mW/cm2.
In sweep 5 from 0 to +3.5 V, two abrupt increases of current
were observed at switching threshold voltages of +1.0 V and
+1.7 V. The transition from the OFF state to a new
intermediate low-conductivity state (LC-ON) occurred at
+1.0 V. The LC-ON state was sustained until +1.7 V and
then turned to the HC-ON state. The photoelectric effect
reduced the switching threshold voltage of the HC-ON state to
+1.7 V under UV light, which was lower than the threshold in
the dark (+2.0 V). In subsequent reverse sweep 6 with UV
light, the current decreased from 2.53 × 10−5 A to 4.07 × 10−7

A at −3.4 V. The device under UV light turned from the HC-
ON state to the LC-ON state. This was different from the case
for sweep 3, in which the device was directly switched from the
HC-ON state to the OFF state. This LC-ON state was retained
until −5.2 V and then turned to the OFF state (sweep 7). The
LC-ON state can also switch to the HC-ON state again during
another positive forward sweep at +1.7 V under UV light
(sweep 8).
In order to encode the measured current signals into

information data for a memory device, we designated “0” as the
OFF state, “1” as the intermediate LC-ON state, and “2” as the
HC-ON state, respectively. Figure 2b summarizes the
transitions of the device and the switching thresholds among
three-level storage signals. In the dark scanning environment,
the device only showed a typical electrical bistable switching
behavior between “0” and “2” during the sweep 1−4. In
cooperation with the UV light, a new “1” state was addressable.
The “1” state was “written” through the “0” by the appropriate
UV light and a positive voltage of +1.0 V, or through the “2” by
the UV light and a negative voltage of −3.4 V. The “1” was
“erased” to “0” by a negative voltage pulse larger than −5.2 V,
or “rewritten” to “2” by a positive voltage pulse large than +1.7
V under UV light. Here, the UV light was applied for assisting
the LC-ON conductive switching. The LC-ON conductance
state can be maintained stable after the transition without light
irradiation. Therefore, a photoinduced ternary memory device
has been achieved. Besides, this multilevel memory device has
potential in encrypted storage, for the “1” can only be switched
to under a cooperative action of UV light irradiation and proper
voltage.
To demonstrate that the Al/DBA/ITO sandwich device can

serve as a prototype multilevel memory, write-read-erase
switching cycles were performed (Figure 3). A voltage of
+2.0 V (W1) was applied to write a datum of “2” to the device.
This voltage switched the device from the initial “0” state to the
“2” state. The states were read by a low voltage (R: −1.0 V in
our experiment). The current at the “2” state under the read
voltage was of the order of 10−5 A. This “2” state was erased by
a voltage of −5.5 V (E1), which returned the device to the “0”
state (the current order of 10−12 A). Under the UV light (1.01
mW/cm2), the LC-ON state was addressable. A combination of
the UV light and a voltage pulse of +1.0 V (W2) was applied to

write the “1” state from initial the “0” state. The current was of
the order of 10−8 A. This “1” state was further rewritten to the
“2” state by a larger voltage of +1.7 V (W3). Conversely, the “2”
state was switched to the “1” state by a negative voltage of −3.5
V (E2) under the UV light. This “1” state can also be erased to
the “0” state by the voltage of −5.5 V (E1). These write−read−
erase switching cycles have shown good repeatability for
multilevel memory storage.
The stability of the ITO/DBA/Al sandwich memory device

under a constant stress of −1.0 V was evaluated under ambient
conditions (Figure 4a). No current decay for each state (“0, 1,

2” states) was observed in 10 h during the test. The effect of
read pulses on the device at different states (“0, 1, 2”) was also
investigated (Figure 4b). The inset in Figure 4b shows the
pulses used for the measurements. The pulse has a peak voltage
of −1 V. The pulse width (τ) is 1 μs, and the pulse period (td)
is 2 μs. No current decay was observed after more than one
hundred million (108) read cycles. Neither the voltage stress
nor the read pulses caused the state transition. Thus, the
memory device is insensitive to different readout methods
(constant voltage stress or reading pulses). The I−V curves at
each state show little change in 7 months even without the
protection of encapsulation, which is a benefit of memory
devices (see Supporting Information, Figure S3). All these
results reveal that the prototype memory device based on DBA
molecules has a potential application for multilevel memory
storage and encrypted storage.
The conductance switching of resistive memories can be

ascribed to the different transport behaviors (trapping or
transporting) of charge carriers among organic molecules under

Figure 3. Multilevel write−read−erase cycles of the DBA prototype
device. The blue zone covered on the voltage curve demonstrated the
UV light was applied at the same time. W1, W2, W3, R, E1, and E2 in
the upper curve mean different operating voltage pulses for write, read,
and erase, respectively.

Figure 4. (a) Stability of the Al/DBA/ITO device at the “0, 1, 2” states
under a constant stress (−1 V) for 10 h. (b) Effect of read pulse cycles
on the device at the “0, 1, 2” states. The inset shows the pulses used for
this measurement. The continuous read pulse has a peak voltage of −1
V. The pulse width (τ) is 1 μs, and a pulse period (td) is 2 μs.
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an electric field.2 The measured I−V curves at different states of
the DBA device were fitted with appropriate charge transport
models. For the I−V curve at the “0” state, the plot of ln(I)
versus V1/2 was well fitted to a line in the voltage range from 0
to 2 V before the electrical transition (Figure 5a). Such a linear

relation suggests that the conduction mechanism at the “0”
state can be considered as the thermionic emission process.44

The conduction is dominated by charge injection.8 The I−V
curve at the “1” state was fitted to a linear relationship between
I and V2, in the voltage range from 0 to 1.7 V (Figure 5b). The
space-charge-limited current (SCLC) model39 can be satisfac-
torily fitted to the I−V characteristics at the “1” state. When the
memory device was switched to the “2” state, a linear relation
was observed between ln(I/V) and V1/2 (Figure 5c). The I−V
curve can be fitted by the Poole−Frenkel (PF) emission
model.45,46 The PF conduction mechanism is dominated by
charge transport though the bulk materials filled with
electrically charged defects.8 Therefore, the DBA memory
device showed different transport behaviors at different
conductivity states: the injection-dominated mechanism at the
“0” state, the trap-limited mechanism at the “1” state, and the
charge-transport-dominated mechanism at the “2” state. The
conductivity switching was induced by the CT occurring in the
DBA thin film. Different transport behaviors can be ascribed to
disparate CT complexes existing at different states.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) can readily provide qualitative

information about the oxidation states and the electron transfer
reactions of a redox system. The CV responses of the DBA thin
film under dark and UV conditions were compared in Figure
5d. The film was made by drop-casting the CHCl3 solution of
the DBA compound on a glassy carbon electrode. The
electrolyte was 0.1 mol/L n-Bu4NPF6 in acetonitrile. Ag/
AgCl was chosen as the reference electrode. The scan rate was
set at 100 mV s−1. The CV of the DBA thin film scanned under
dark showed an oxidation wave at +1.7 V. When the CV was
scanned under the UV light, the CV exhibited two oxidation
peaks appearing at +1.29 V and +1.77 V. It demonstrated that
there was a stepwise oxidation process that occurred when the
DBA thin film was under the light. This result supported the
idea that the conductivity of photoinduced ternary DBA

memory device can first switch to the LC-ON (“1”) state and
then to the HC-ON (“2”) state under UV light by a
photoelectric effect.
UV−vis absorbance spectra can directly confirm the

formation of different CT complexes.47−50 The absorption
spectra of the DBA thin film at different states showed distinct
features in Figure 6a. In Figure 6b, the experimental spectrum

of the DBA thin film at the “0” state can be separated into three
distinct components by the Gaussian peak fit method: peaks at
345, 421, and 562 nm, respectively. Compared with the
dominating peaks at the “0” state, both the two low-energy
peaks (i.e., absorption band at long wavelength) have
remarkable red shifts at the “1” and “2” states, while the
high-energy peak (absorption at ca. 345 nm) is barely changed.
Moreover, the two low-energy peaks exhibited much different
characters between the “1” state and the “2” state. These
indicate that different excitation processes occurred and
different CT complexes were formed in the DBA thin film
during the switching process.
In order to identify the electronic structures of different

absorbance peaks and understand the relationship between
structure and property, quantum chemical calculations were
performed. First, the electronic ground states for D−B−A
compound and two other model compounds (D−B and B−A)
at neutral and charged states were optimized. Then, the
calculated absorption peaks and the corresponding oscillator
strengths, which are the dimensionless quantities to measure
the intensity of absorption, were calculated using TDDFT and
summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, the detailed information
of transition properties and main configurations was given in
Table S1 (See Supporting Information).
From Table 1 and Table S1 the following can be concluded:

for D−B−A compound, the absorption peak at 470.13 nm
mainly stemmed from the transition from HOMO (localized at
the TPA arm) to LUMO+1 (localized at TPA-truxene), which
is the same as the transition in model compound D−B at
461.90 nm, while the absorption peak at 527.58 nm mainly

Figure 5. Analysis of I−V characteristics for the device: (a) thermionic
emission at the “0” state; (b) space-charge-limited current (SCLC)
model at the “1” state; (c) Poole−Frenkel emission model at the “2”
state; (d) cyclic voltammograms of the DBA thin film under dark vs
UV light conditions.

Figure 6. (a) Absorption spectra of the DBA thin film at the “0” state
(black line, ■); at the “1” state (blue line, ▲); and at the “2” state (red
line, ●). The UV−vis spectra proved that different CT complexes
were formed during the switching. The experimental spectra of (b) the
“0” state; (c) the “1” state; and (d) the “2” state (black solid line) can
be separated into three distinct components by the Gaussian peak fit
method. They can be identified as different electronic structures.
Calculated absorption peaks of possible components were shown by
the dash line in parts c and d.
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came from the transition from HOMO-3 (TCF-truxene) to
LUMO (TCF arm), which is the same as the transition in
model compound B−A at 509.43 nm. Additionally, the
transition of the high-energy peak of B−A at 344.71 nm
mainly happened on the truxene core. This information shows
that the three peaks of DBA in the experimental spectrum in
the “0” state are assigned to the excitation of truxene, TPA-
truxene, and TCF-truxene, respectively (seen in Figure 6b),
although there is a little difference between the calculated
absolute values in the gas and the counterparts in the thin film
due to the molecular aggregation. The absorptions of the TPA
and TCF arms are independent from each other when two
arms are joined together in D−B−A. That is to say, donor and
acceptor units are intercepted at the central meta-conjugated
truxene core, which acts as a mediator for the CT process from
D to A. The positive and negative charges can be segregated by
the meta-conjugated bridge and localized in the donor or
acceptor. Furthermore, this meta-conjugated bridge can also
increase the back CT energy barrier and possibly prevent the
recombination of segregated charges.30,34

The calculated absorption peaks of (D-B-A)+ and (D-B-A)−

showed remarkable red shifts compared to that of the neutral
D-B-A. The excitation in (D-B-A)+ (648.52 nm) is very similar
to that in (D-B)+ (653.01 nm). While the excitation of (D-B-
A)− at 675.85 nm is ascribed to the charge transfer from the
TCF-arm to the TPA-arm, extremely different from that
happened on (B-A)− (674.09 nm). Transition details were
shown in Table S1 (see Supporting Information). Therefore,
the following can be inferred: (1) At the “1” state, the
absorption peak at 501 nm is identified as the excitation of
neutral TCF-truxene arm, while the excitation of the neutral
TPA-truxene arm is missing. A reasonable prediction can be
drawn that another peak at 636 nm is ascribed to the excitation
of the cation state of the TPA-truxene arm (seen in Figure 6c).
(2) At the “2” state, the excitation of the neutral TPA-truxene
arm appears again at 470 nm. So the mixing of the excitation of
the anion state of the TCF-truxene arm contributes to another
peak at 636 nm (seen in Figure 6d).
On the basis of the above CV measurement, charge carriers’

transport modeling, absorption spectra analysis, and quantum
chemical calculations, we suggested that the electronic
transitions of the switching could be attributed to the substep
charge transfer processes through the cooperation of UV light
and electrical field to achieve a multilevel conductance
switching.
Possible carriers’ migration processes between DBA

molecules and electrodes at each state and plausible electronic
switching processes are proposed in Figure 7. Electrostatic
potentials (ESP) of the D−B−A at neutral and charged states
verified the electronic processes at different conductance states.
The potential surfaces of the D−B−A molecule at the neutral
state had some negative ESP regions (red in Figure 7a), which
arise from the electron-acceptor group (the TCF segment).
These negative regions can serve as “traps” to block the
mobility of charge carriers (Figure 7a; Figure S5a).10 Besides, at
the “0” state, the energy barrier between the Al electrode and
the DBA layer is as large as 0.95 eV, which also blocks the
electron migration (Figure 7a; Figure S4d). So it is easy to
understand the low conductance of the DBA thin film at the “0”
state.
Applying an UV light of 405 nm, electrons at the HOMO

can be excited to the LUMO+1 within the TPA unit (see
Supporting Information, Figure S4a,c; Table S1: D−B−A,

Transition S0 → S5). External light could provide activation
energy and promote the photoinduced electron transfer. The
activated TPA groups (D*) near the anode could be easily
oxidized under proper forward voltage. As a result, more holes
are transported from the interface near the anode to the bulk
(hole injection), leading to an accumulation of space charges
and a redistribution of the electric field. The current of the thin
film turns to obey the SCLC model. The ESP surface of (D−
B−A)+ shows that the negative regions (in red) decrease and
that the traps are partly filled (Figure 7b; Figure S5b),

Figure 7. Possible carriers’ migration processes between DBA
molecules and electrodes at each state are proposed. The electron
densities of the molecule are presented through the molecular
electrostatic potential (ESP) surface. (a) The neutral D−B−A
molecule at the “0” state (density isoval = 0.04). Some negative ESP
regions (in red) can serve as traps and block the carriers. (b) At the “1”
state, the DBA molecule near the anode can be easily oxidized through
the photoelectric effect. Negative ESP regions decrease, and the traps
are partly filled at the cation state of DBA (density isoval = 0.04/outer
and 0.1/inner). The hole injection is easier, and the thin film has
better conductivity. (c) The electrons can exceed the Schottky barrier
near the cathode. (D+−B−A−) or a pair of (D+−B−A) and (D−B−
A−) are probably to be formed. The molecular surface of the (D−B−
A)− had a continuous ESP (density isoval = 0.01) along the
conjugated backbone, which indicated that charge carriers can migrate
much more easily through this open channel.
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compared with the neutral state of the D−B−A molecule. The
hole injection is easier and the thin film has better conductivity
at the “1” state. The radical cation of the TPA unit could be
delocalized from the central nitrogen atom to the ring carbons,
which could stabilize the charge on the TPA (Figure. S6). Here,
these DBA molecules may undergo a distinctive electrical
process on the donor segment (D → D* → D+) through a
photoelectric effect. This differs from the normal redox process,
in which the holes must be transported to the acceptor sites by
an applied voltage before charge trapping.51 Thus, a light-
induced memory state is addressable to complement the
multilevel memory storage.
As the electrical field keeps increasing the switching

threshold voltage of the “2” state, the electrons could exceed
the Schottky barrier near the cathode (Figure S4d), which leads
to double injection. CT complexes such as (D+−B−A−) or a
pair of (D+−B−A) and (D−B−A−), are probably to be formed
in the film. The molecular surface of the (D−B−A)− has a
continuous ESP along the conjugated backbone, and the traps
are filled (Figure 7c and Figure S5c). The meta-conjugated
truxene core can block the recombination of segregated
charges. Thus, a stable environment was created in which
charge carriers can migrate easily through this open channel.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a DBA meta-conjugated molecule has been
applied for developing the photoinduced multilevel memory
device. The DBA compound shows good electrical bistable
switching behaviors between “0” (OFF) and “2” (HC-ON)
states under dark, with a large ON/OFF ratio more than 106. In
cooperation with the UV light, a new “1” (LC-ON) state is
addressable. This “1” state is “written” from the “0” state, by a
combination of the UV light and a positive voltage of +1.0 V, or
from the “2” (HC-ON) state, by a combination of the UV light
and a negative voltage of −3.4 V. Based on the CV
measurement, charge carriers transport modeling, quantum
chemical calculation, and absorption spectra analysis, the
mechanism of the DBA photoinduced multilevel memory is
attributed to the substep charge transfer processes through the
cooperation of UV light and electrical field. The write-read-
erase switching cycles among the ternary conductivity (“0, 1,
2”) states reveal that the capability of tailoring photoelectrical
properties provides a new approach to multilevel memory and
encrypted storage. The photoelectric effect will open up new
opportunities for designing multifunctional devices.
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